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Pace Numbers by Christian Blake
My pace numbers are an analysis of a horse's performance at various stages of its 
previous race: 4 furlong pace, late pace, and combined pace.

Races primarily fall into three pace scenarios:

(1) Fast to the ½ mile, and then slow

(2) Slow to the ½ mile, and then fast

(3) Evenly distributed throughout the race

Here is a description for each of the numbers provided in my pace sheets:

4f number – this is the ½ mile pace number for each horse. Look to the #1 and #2 
fastest early pace horses in every race to be serious contenders for the win slot 
regardless of their late pace numbers. 

Late pace number – this is the pace number for the remaining portion of the race after 
the ½ mile time. 

Combined number – this number is a direct comparison of each horse against the other 
horses in the same race. The higher this number, the better the overall performance.

The 4f pace number and the late pace number reveal horses that gave an exceptional 
performance over a short distance, such as 2 or 4 furlongs. The combined number helps 
reveal horses that came from a race with an evenly distributed pace. Horses coming 
from an evenly distributed race will show neither fast 4f pace nor fast late pace, but their
combined number will reveal their overall performance in comparison with the current 
field. 

The early pace (measured at 4f) and the late pace (measured for the remainder of the 
race after the ½ mile time) can be directly compared against each other. If the top early 
pace horse has a 90, and the fastest late pace horse is an 80, I would choose  the early 
pace horse with the 90 as the most likely winner. The exception to this direct comparison
occurs in sprints where I typically favor the top early pace over the late pace.

The combined number is a direct comparison of horses against each other. This number 
cannot be compared against the 4f pace number or the late pace number. It is a number 
unto itself, only to be used as a means of detecting horses that came from a more 'evenly'
paced race where their 4f pace number and their late pace number will not be a standout 
figure. 

How to use these numbers – Basically, respect horses with fastest early, fastest late, 
and highest combined pace numbers. All three come from different pace scenarios, and 



all three must be respected when looking for a winner. These three numbers give you a 
multi-dimensional approach to analyzing pace. Use them!

The Quick And Easy Way To Handicap With These Numbers

The simplest way to use these numbers without making things complicated is to take 
note of the #1 and #2 early pace horse, and the #1 and #2 late pace horse. Those four 
selections will point you toward horses that have a better than average chance to win the 
race. More often than not, a few of those horses will be at long odds, and sometimes 
they'll win. 

When you analyze any race, your first step should be to highlight the #1 and #2 early 
pace and the #1 and #2 late pace, as follows:

Early Pace horses: Russian Greek (114) and Shinning Powers (87)
Late Pace horses: Valid Concept (99) and Johnny Handsome (98)

Although Shinning Powers has 2nd highest early pace (87) and highest late pace (106), 
you should still take note of the next two Late Pace horses as they are Win threats (Valid 
Concept and Johnny Handsome). 

After you've highlighted those four horses in a race, you're done using my numbers. My 
pace numbers help you narrow down the list of potential winners. From there, it would 
be wise to consider other factors such as distance, surface, and trainer/jockey 
combinations. 

For the gamblers that are looking for definitive selections, they don't exist. There is no 
such thing as the Philosopher's Stone of Horse Racing!



Fun fact: Approximately 34% of all races are won by either the #1 or #2
early pace horse, and sometimes they win at big prices. 

To view my pace numbers for previous cards, visit my blog at:
www.HowToPickLongShots.com/blog/

Things to note:

9 Furlong races and longer – I do not provide pace numbers for races at 9 furlongs or 
longer, or for races under 5 furlongs.

My pace numbers are based solely on a horse’s most recent race performance. 

Why do some horses have “0” listed for their numbers? If the horse’s most recent start is
a 9 furlong race or longer, data will not be shown for this horse. Nor will the information
be shown if the fractional times are unavailable. While this doesn't happen very often, it 
does happen, so some horses may not have any pace information available on my sheets.

When a horse races in a race with 'evenly distributed pace', the early and late pace 
numbers won't be particularly high or low. So, these types of horses are a little more 
difficult to spot unless you analyze the combined number. Sometimes horses with 
average early pace and average late pace still have the highest combined number. If 
that's the case, the horse must be respected as a potential winner.

When a horse gets mixed up in a duel with fast early fractions, the horse will often tire 
and lose the race by many lengths. My ½ mile pace rating will help you determine how 
fast the horse was traveling during those first 4 furlongs. Always respect horses with the 
fastest 4f speed in a race, even if it's late pace number is dismal. A flash of speed is often
an indicator of an improving horse, and quite often that horse will win its next race in a 
wire-to-wire fashion.

Horses that have the highest late pace are very dangerous when dropping class and often
win as long shots.












